
Business goals
■ Ensure accurate financial decisions can 

be made in any location at any time on 
any device.

■ Cost effectively scale access to business 
intelligence, increase accuracy and granularity 
of financial forecasts, and avoid frequent 
hardware refreshes during a period of 
rapid growth.
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My focus is on ensuring our highly professional finance 
specialists can be true business enablers and support 
accurate decision-making and resources planning in the hotels 
we operate. To achieve this, we needed to introduce high 
performance financial reporting services and take these into 
the cloud. Today, I’m pleased that Kempinski can ensure that 
accurate financial decisions can be made round the clock, 
anywhere in the world, on any device.”

Colin Lubbe, Chief Financial Officer, Kempinski Hotels

About the company
Founded in 1897, Kempinski Hotels (Kempinski) is Europe’s oldest luxury hotel group. It currently operates over 70 five-star 
hotels and residences in more than 30 countries. In order to make informed management decisions, Kempinski relies on 
accurate, real-time data on the state of its business. To do so, the hotel group needs a robust financial system that enhances 
the reporting process and helps management to effectively execute business strategy. Operating in diverse locations meant 
that it was important for Kempinski to find a system that the group could reliably access online from anywhere. To learn more, 
visit www.kempinski.com.

Kempinski Hotels drives business insight 
and decision-making with Infor d/EPM

Customer Snapshot: Kempinski Hotels



Kempinski serves guests around the world 24 hours a day, 
which means its hotel employees must be able to transact 
with the system at any time. Kempinski chose Infor d/EPM 
as its budgeting and forecasting system to empower hotel 
staff and provide them an extremely easy-to-use tool that's 
always available in the cloud. With strong adoption and 
adherence to the hospitality industry standard for financial 
reporting (11th Edition of the Uniform System of Accounts 
for Lodging Industry), Kempinski has streamlined crucial 
processes, such as month-end and annual closing, and 
drafting of the annual or five-year business plan.

Since the initial roll out, use of the system has expanded 
from 2 to 9 users per hotel, including each hotel’s financial 
controllers and department heads, as well as regional and 
corporate staff. Kempinski has placed focus on eliminating 
manual data entry by automated processing so that the 
reporting teams can focus on strategy and analysis, instead 
of just providing data. This, along with the expansion of 
users at the hotels, has been the key to increasing the 
quality and accuracy of financial forecasts.

Supporting a 
24/7 business

With Infor d/EPM we have been able 
to define strict reporting standards, 
yet have also entirely customized 
Kempinski’s reporting environment. 
This improves the user experience 
and drives efficiency.”

Zsolt Pinter, Director of Reporting, Kempinski Hotels
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Integrating data
Kempinski integrates hotel data into worldwide and regional hotel 
reporting to create beautifully designed and strictly compliant financial 
statements that are an important selling point for hotel owners. 
The integration allows effective analysis of financial results and 
better management decision making supporting the group’s 
long-term strategy.

With Infor d/EPM, the hotel results flow directly into corporate financial 
reporting, which ensures transparency and easy reconciliations. 
Both the hotel and corporate modules share the same look and feel, 
and are accessible through the same easy to use web-based interface. 
The scalability of the cloud solution allows for a smoother upgrade 
process and ensures access to server capacity that matches the 
business’ needs.

Gaining superior forecast accuracy
With the increased involvement of department heads in budgeting and 
forecasting processes, Kempinski gained superior forecast accuracy, 
which they believe improved by almost 90%. With Infor d/EPM the group 
is able to maintain rolling forecasts for each individual line item of their 
financial statements. In addition, Kempinski also enjoys prompt support 
for any ad-hoc requests, and can rely on a result-oriented and cost- 
effective solution for larger projects with Infor Consulting Services.
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Improving the reporting process

Business outcomes*
88% increase in forecast accuracy.

60% decrease in months not in line 
with forecast.

125% increase in average users 
per hotel.

*over the period of five years
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